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i do thank you very much indeed for sending me the photocopies of 
the doounents CD 7 and $3 767, I had already received them, through Bd 
and Tiking, ~—w«#4th your permissiom-I will perhaps make this set available 
to Henachem Arnoni or (if you have sent him a set already) to Haggie Meld. 

Vince, I need not tell you that the OtWelll/sibert report on the 
autopsy is a document of the most crucial importance, ani the Hudicine 
document is of great value not only in itself bob as a refutation of 
Fletcher Knebel's vicious attack on Inqua abe t congratulate you free 
the bottom of my heart for discovering These j ely valueble papers 
and for making still anvther huge conteibution to the establishment of 
the ree] truth. 

Yes, Ed can be an appealing person, although I find it hard to attach 
te him the adjective “sweet,” He is appealing becuuge he does not try to 
be sweet or ingratiating: he lacks "charm" in either its nabarel or contebved. 
form: but he is young, strangely vulnerable, not yet completely defined to 
himself, and, I believe, fundamentally a decent and fair parzen, I hope 
thet yen no longer suspect him of sinister connections or motives~-I euppode | 
not, or you would sot be trying to beilp hime And, if you have altered your 
opinion even that much, I wild continue to hope that you will ultimately 
reconsider your review of Ed's book, about which I have not changed my 
opinion. Seuvage, in hie review, delivered a proper ami deservedy 
reproach to Ed, but it was in propo: tion to the positive elements and 
placed the necessary fodus on the ewbetance, as opposed to Bats evaluation 
of the substance, I tried in my review to place the emphasi: 
exelusively on the substanee of Tr ab, while making it clear that t 
made wy own evaluation both of the s she ; 
the so-called evidence agair 

Jones Harvis phoned me lest night to diseuse the O'Neill /Sibert 
report. I raised the question of the ambiguous item on Bowskts list 
of materials received from Burkley, "One reecipt from FRI for a miasile 
recovered during examination of the body." It was my impression that 
this was a very imprecise ani misleating reference t+ the bullet discovered 
on 8 stretoher at Parkland Hospital, sbout which information was received _ 
"during & camingtion of the bedy.® Jones, on the other hand, insisted 
that it heed act bually a reference to the bullet fragments removed from the 
head add placed inte a jar with a black metal top. What is\ your interpreta- 
tion? 

No, I have no idea where Fred Cook can obtain an advance of funds but, 
with or without fonds, I hope that he will make a painstaking study of the 
Hearings and Exhibits before he maken further published pronouncements on the 
case, Even such sbhudy is no guarantee of anything, I suppose, as witness 
Pepkin. He has achieved an adui ; rable expertise with respect to the evidence 
bot his speculation-~combin | impersonation and complicity of Oswald 
leaves me to marvel in aston! shnent at the "reasoning" of reasonable men, 

Again, my profeund thanks for sending me the decuments and the transcript 
of your tape on the Zapruder film. 


